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Dr. Levine is  board cert i f ied in Genera l  Psychiatry by the

ABPN. As a graduate of Kansas City Col lege of Medic ine,  he

completed his res idency and fe l lowship at The Menninger

Foundat ion in Topeka,  Kansas.  Dr .  Levine current ly serves as

the founding program director for the Psychiatry res idency

program and Chief Medical  Off icer for BayCare's Behavor ia l

Health Serv ice l ine .  

Brittany Wilkins graduated from The Univers i ty of South Flor ida

in 2017 with a bachelors degree in Communicat ion Studies and

has worked in Graduate Medical  Educat ion for the past 4 years .

She and Dr .  Levine started working together at BayCare in

December 2020. They have spent the past year prepar ing for the

si te v is i t ,  educat ing core faculty ,  bui ld ing the c l in ica l  and didact ic

curr icu lum and prepar ing for the best program possib le .
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The 3 Keys to a Strong 
PD/PC Relationship



Survey
Question #1
How would you describe the relationship with your PD?

A. Very Strong

B. Strong

C. Good

D. Needs Work
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Very Strong    

Strong

Good

Needs Work
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Survey Question #1 Results

How would you describe the

relationship with your PD?

A. Very Strong

B. Strong

C. Good

D. Needs Work

33

194 

82

74



Survey 
Question #2
How often do you communicate with your PD?

A. Often

B. Once a week

C. Only when needed

D. It is difficult to get in contact or takes a while for an answer
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Often    

Once a week

Only when needed

It is difficult to

get in contact
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Survey Question #2 Results

How often do you communicate 

with your PD?

A. Often

B. Once a week

C. Only when needed

D. It is difficult to get in contact or

takes a while for an answer

28    2222222222222222222228888888888888888888888888888888

286    

57
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Survey
Insights

Who communicates often?
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97% of those with

very strong

relationships

communicate

often

78% of those with

strong

relationships

communicate

often

36% of those with

good 

relationships

communicate

often

23% of those with

needs work

relationships

communicate

often



5 minute quiz
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www.workitdaily.com/st/isat
Note: You do not need to enter your email at the end. Just click on view my results.



Poll

What is your communication style?

A. Empathizer
B. Energizer
C. Contemplator
D. Commander

10

Energizer

Commander



stop at 2:25
11
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Strengths
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EMPATHIZERS
 

Warm, tactful, avoids conflict. Like
a slower environment, is relaxed

and fun. Don't make rush decisions
and use "gut" instinct to guide the
decision process. Like to share all
information with others and prefer

to build friendly relationships to
create and maintain harmonious
environments. Prefer teamwork

over working alone.

ENERGIZERS
 

Open, upbeat and outgoing. Enjoy a
fast-paced environment and having

fun. Like to share all information
especially" good news." Can make

quick decisions based on their
"gut." Always able to see the
potential in situations. Diffuse

conflict with humor. See the "big
picture" and share vision effectively

with others. Enjoy conversation.

CONTEMPLATORS
 

Calm and reserved. Are tactful
and cautious in sharing thoughts

and feelings. Prefer facts and
figures over "gut" instinct. Take

time making decisions to ensure
thorough review of options. Don't

like sharing personal life too
extensively, prefer professional
relationships over friendships at
work. Non-confrontational and

prefer to work alone.

COMMANDERS
 

Serious and direct. Don't share
personal thoughts and feelings

often. Rely on fact and experience,
not emotion. Make decisions

quickly, don't like to waste time.
Multi-task well and are good at
forecasting future trends. High

achievers with no nonsense style.
Work well alone, or as team leaders.
Not afraid of conflict. Consistently

achieve their goals.
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Weaknesses

PUSHYPROCRASTINATE
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EMPATHIZERS
Backs down from conflict to avoid
appearing pushy or insensitive. Will
say whatever it takes for conflict to
be over. Won't share hurt or angry

feelings with those who cause them.
Instead, vent frustration to others.

Can give the impression of being all
talk; no action. Been known to tell
"white lies" and can be viewed as

overly-dramatic. Also can be
perceived as gossipy.

ENERGIZERS
Are passionate and will show emotion
and conviction for what they believe

is fair and just. Must be happy in
order to make others happy. Speak
up loudly and quickly to let others
know how they feel in situations of

disagreement. May say things out of
haste and emotion that are mean or

hurtful. Can be seen as self-centered
and pushy when voicing personal

dissastisfaction.

CONTEMPLATORS
Choose to remove themselves

from situations to alleviate conflict.
Become unresponsive and

unavailable in stressful situations.
Been known to frustrate others

with their lack of urgency to
resolve conflict. Use time as a way

to have difficult situations pass
over. Are sometimes viewed as

snobby and indifferent.

COMMANDERS
Are determined and forceful to get
their way. Feel justified in "pushing"

for their cause. Look for ways to take
control to ensure the outcome they
desire. Are turned off by emotion in
difficult situations, and can be seen
as insensitive in their pursuit for a
quick and efficient resolution to
conflict. Can be viewed as cold-

hearted and selfish as they stop at
nothing to get their way.



M A S T E R  W O R K I N G  W I T H

Y O U R  P D ' S  P R E F F E R E D

C O M M U N I C A T I O N  S T Y L E
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Things You Can do to 
Improve Communication

Polar Opposites

Complimenting Opposites

Empathizer

Contemplator Energizer

Commander

EnergizerCommander

Contemplator Empathizer
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Why is trust
important?

A high level of trust creates a more

positive employee experience. It also

leads to a more productive workplace

where people feel safe and respected.
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2 Types of Trust

Showing up on time

Getting work done

Meeting Deadlines

Being Reliable

   Practical Trust

Feeling respected

Generous Listening

Networking

Building a bond

   Emotional Trust
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Trust & Mental Health



Ten of the
most
effective
ways to
build trust
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Value long-term
relationships

01
Be honest
02

Communicate
effectively

05
Admit when
you’re wrong

04
Honor your
commitments

03



Ten of the
most
effective
ways to
build trust
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Be vulnerable
06

Be helpful
07

Be transparent
10

Stand up for
what’s right

09
Show others that
you care

08
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Feedback is an important tool for shaping

behaviors and fostering learning that will drive

better performance. It's also an opportunity

for career development and growth.

Feedback
It's not just for residents and faculty!

When giving feedback, your goal is to describe 3 things:

Specific behavior

The impact of that behavior

What you want the person to do differently

1.

2.

3.

THINGS TO REMEMBER:

DONT ASSUME YOU ARE RIGHT

ASK QUESTIONS

FOLLOW THROUGH

1.

2.

3.
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Feedback
 7 Tips for Giving Constructive Feedback

Focus on the issue

Be sincere

Avoid the sandwich method

Be specific

Allow a response

Recommend a solution

Provide a summary

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.
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Examples
of
Feedback
Please read through the

3 scenerios and explain

how you might effectively

communicate feedback

Scenerio 1 Scenerio 2 Scenerio 3
Your program director is new
to the match and wants to try

and "outsmart" the NRMP
ranking system. He or She is

influenced by emails from
candidates who say they will

rank the program #1 and start
creating their list with those
candidates at the top. Your

program director also seems
to have an unintentional bias
towards MD candidates and

is putting all DO candidates at
the bottom of the list.

 

One of your core faculty
always asks if you can print
their evaluation forms for

them instead of learning how
to use the residency

management system. This
causes extra work for both of
you and often times his/her
handwriting is very hard to

read. He/she takes months to
return them to you.

 

The program coordinator only
puts meeting invitations on
his/her own calendar and

assumes that everyone else
will do the same. This is

causing a lot of faculty to miss
meetings and not have the
required materials ahead of

time.

Group Exercise
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Communication 
Learning the strengths and weaknesses of your own communication style as well as those
around you can help build stronger relationships and help you learn to speak to others in a
way that they appreciate 

Trust
A high level of trust creates a more positive employee experience. It also leads to a more
productive workplace where people feel safe and respected.

Feedback
Feedback is an important tool for shaping behaviors and fostering learning that will drive
better performance. It's also an opportunity for career development and growth.
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Conclusion



Questions?
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brittany.wilkins@baycare.org

harold.levine@baycare.org
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@baycarepsychresidency
 
 BayCare Graduate Medical Education
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